Computer Aided Multi-Parameter Extraction System to Aid Early Detection of Skin Cancer Melanoma
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Summary
Melanoma is the most widely occurring and life threatening form of skin cancer. Early detection of in situ melanoma has challenged researchers for many decades now. Currently there exists no computer aided mechanisms to accurately detect early melanoma. The currently existing computer aided diagnostics mechanisms are capable of melanoma classification and are unable to detect in situ melanoma. This paper introduces a Multi Parameter Extraction and Classification System (MPECS) to aid early detection of skin cancer melanoma. The MPECS defines the skin lesion images in terms of characteristic parameters which are further used for classification. In this paper the extraction of 21 parameters is achieved using a six phase approach. The parameters extracted are analyzed using statistical methods. It is clear from the results obtained that no single parameter can affirm the detection of in situ melanoma, hence an advanced analysis mechanisms considering all the parameters need to be adopted to effectively detect melanoma in its initial stages.
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1. Introduction
Skin Cancer Melanoma derives its name from Melanocytes. Melanocytes are cells that induce a brown pigmentation in the skin. Generally biopsy’s are performed by dermatologists to ascertain the existence of melanoma. A recent survey conducted in the United States of America[1] estimates 12,190 deaths in the current year owing to skin cancer ailments. Out of the 12,190 deaths, melanoma accounts for 9,180 deaths i.e. 75.3%. Melanoma Skin Cancers have also seen an enhanced number of cases [2][3] in India and worldwide[4][5]. Exposure to Ultraviolet rays is a major factor aiding the growth of skin cancers. Skin cancer melanoma and especially cutaneous melanoma that occurs most commonly is yet incurable and life threatening. Early diagnostics of melanomas enables fruitful treatment and cure. To enable early detection of skin cancers generally invasive procedures like biopsies are performed. Non invasive procedure are preferred means of diagnostics. Studies also prove the complexity of early diagnosis by even “Primary Care Physicians” [6]. The recent decade has seen an increased adoption of computer aided diagnostics mechanisms to support skin lesion characterization and assessment [7]. Researchers working in the arena of Dermatology imagining have put forth that the diagnosis of skin melanomas is achievable by extraction of the color features and physical features of skin lesions [8]. The use of advanced imaging technologies like optical coherence tomography [9] and confocal microscopy [10] have also been proposed by researchers to develop computer aided diagnostics systems. The advanced imagining technologies though accurate are expensive and require experienced personnel for operational procedures [11].
It is well understood that there exists a need to develop non invasive computer aided diagnostics systems to enable early detection of skin cancer melanoma utilizing non expensive imagining systems. This paper introduces the MPECS to enable early detection of in situ melanoma. The diagnostic system proposed adopts a multi phase parameter extraction procedure to define the skin lesions under test and doctrines the use of these parameters to classify the skin lesions into primarily three categories i.e. Melanoma Lesions, Early Melanoma Lesions and Non Melanoma Lesions. The research work presented through this paper also discusses the statistical analysis of the parameters extracted.

The manuscript is organized as follows. The second section discusses the literature review carried out during the course of the research presented here. The next section introduces the MPECS proposed and the phase wise approach adopted to extract the parameters. The dataset creation used to evaluate the MPECS and the statistical analysis is explained in the penultimate section of this paper. The conclusion and future work is discussed in the fifth section of this paper.
2. Literature Review

The conventional and the most commonly used methodology to detect skin cancer melanoma are based on the Asymmetry Border Color and Differential Structure \((ABCD)\) rules [12]. The \(ABCD\) principle has been adopted by various researchers to develop classification systems. The \(ABCD\) systems have been optimized to include additional algorithms like “JSEG” [13], hybrid approaches [14] using edge detection and color transformation and, fuzzy based optimizations [15] for border detection. The use of wavelet decomposition techniques and the \(ABCD\) rule based classification system exhibits a classification accuracy of 60% which betters the classification accuracy achieved by the \(ABCD\) rule alone [16]. The major drawback of such systems is that these exhibit a low classification accuracy and cannot be adopted for early detection of skin cancer melanoma. Apart from the \(ABCD\) rule method researchers have also adopted the Menzies Method [15] and the Seven Point check list method [17][18]. The seven point check list method exhibits better classification efficiency than the \(ABCD\) rule based systems but the Menzies and the seven point check list method are sparingly used for classification of skin lesions owing to the complexity [7].

Neighboring grey level dependence matrix and lattice aperture waveform set are skin lesion texture based classification systems [19]. The parameters obtained the texture based features were found to be inefficient to accurately classify and recognize early signs of skin cancer melanoma. A comprehensive review of the varied approaches introduced by researchers is carefully studied during the course of research presented here [7]. The existing mechanisms could be adopted to classify skin cancer melanoma but fail to detect and recognize signs exhibited by in situ melanoma which is critical and required for effective preventive care diagnosis.

3. Multi Parameter Extraction and Classification System (MPECS) Modeling

Melanoma skin cancers are till date incurable and owing to this fact they account for the highest amount of deaths amongst skin cancers. These unfortunate occurrences could be avoided if the skin lesion could be diagnosed at early stages which some physicians overlook. Skin Lesions developed could be easily mistaken as other skin related ailments/ cancers if not properly diagnosed. The Multi Parameter Extraction and Classification System (MPECS) for skin lesions proposed in this paper is our effort towards enabling the early detection of Skin Cancer Melanoma.

3.1 MPECS – Preliminary Notation

Let’s consider a set of dermoscopic skin lesion images for analysis and is represented as

\[ I_{SK} = \{i_1, i_2, i_3, i_4, ..., i_n\} \]

Where

\( i \) represents an image

\( n \) represents the total number of images to be analyzed.

The primary goal of the of the MPECS system proposed in this paper is to enable early diagnosis of skin cancer melanoma skin lesions. Let the classification set be represented as

\[ C = \{c_1, c_2, c_3, ..., c_{cl}\} \]

Where \( cl \) represents the total number of classes represented by \( c \).

It could be stated that \( \forall i \in I : \exists! c \in C \mid i \in c \).

This paper discusses the multi parameter extraction algorithms adopted for effective classification enabling early detection of skin cancer melanoma. Let the Parameter set be defined by

\[ P = \{p_1, p_2, p_3, ..., p_a\} \]

Where \( a \) represents the total number of \( p \) parameters.

In the MPECS an image \( i \in I \) is represented by a set of parameters \( P \) is used for classification. The image \( I_n \) could now defined as

\[ I_n = \{p_{n1}, p_{n2}, p_{n3}, ..., p_{np}\} \]

An image \( I_n \) could be represented as a matrix and is defined as

\[ I_n = \begin{bmatrix} x_{0,0} & \cdots & x_{0,Wd} \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ x_{Ht,0} & \cdots & x_{Ht,Wd} \end{bmatrix} \]

Where \( Ht \) represents the height and \( Wd \) represents the width of the image \( I_n \) and \( x \) represents the pixel value at the given location.

The MPECS adopts a 6 phase approach to extract the parameters set \( P \forall i \in I_{SK} \). The system considers 21 parameters for classification i.e. \( a = 21 \). Each phase provides towards the construction of the...
3.2 MPECS – Phase 1

This preliminary phase is primarily designed towards identifying the skin lesions present in an image \( i \in I \) and extracting the Lesion Borders, the symmetry of the lesions and the color spreading factor of the skin lesions. To extract the parameters discussed the images are resized using a bicubic interpolation technique. The bicubic interpolation technique is an weighted average of the pixels in the nearest \([4 \times 4]\) proximity and is defined as

\[
P_{\text{Raz}}^i(x,y) = \sum_{i=1}^{3} \sum_{j=1}^{3} (wt_{ij} \times x^i y^j)
\]

Where \( x, y \) represent the pixel position and \( wt_{ij} \) is the weight at position \( i, j \) of the image \( i_n \in ISK \).

Grey scaling is performed on the resized pixels, and the resultant grey scale pixel is computed based on the following definition.

\[
P_{\text{GreyScale}}^i(x,y) = \left[ 0.2989 \times R \left( P_{\text{Raz}}^i(x,y) \right) + 0.5870 \times G \left( P_{\text{Raz}}^i(x,y) \right) + 0.11400 \times B \left( P_{\text{Raz}}^i(x,y) \right) \right]
\]

Where \( R \left( P_{\text{Raz}}^i(x,y) \right) \) represented the red channel value, \( G \left( P_{\text{Raz}}^i(x,y) \right) \) represents the green channel value and \( B \left( P_{\text{Raz}}^i(x,y) \right) \) represents the blue channel value of the resized pixel \( P_{\text{Raz}}^i(x,y) \).

Binirization is performed on the grayscale image utilizing the adaptive thresholding algorithm. The image noise elimination property of the adaptive thresholding based binirazation algorithm is an additional parameter for adopting this algorithm. The adaptive thresholding based binirazation is an iterative process wherein the thresholds are adapted based on the regions it is being performed on. The iterative process is terminated when convergence is achieved. Let \( P_{\text{Bin}}^i(x,y) \) represent the pixels of the binirized image \( i_n \). The regions of interest (roi) is extracted using the connected component labeling algorithm. The roi’s obtained hold the information required and are identified by labels \( L_{ROI-1}^{in} \). The image \( i_n \in ISK \) based on the ROI’s is defined as

\[
i_{n-ROI} = \{L_{ROI-1}^{in} \cup L_{ROI-2}^{in} \cup L_{ROI-3}^{in} \cup \ldots \cup L_{ROI-1}^{in} \}
\]

Where \( l \) represents the total number of roi’s extracted.

The centroids of the roi’s are computed based on the area enclosed by the roi’s. The centroids are computed to cluster the similar roi’s together in the same vicinity as it is observed that the roi’s are similar in nature and can be clustered not effecting the classification accuracy. This operation adopted enables roi’s exhibiting similar properties to be clustered into a single cluster together represented as ROI. The labels \( L_{roi-1}^{in} \) used to address the roi’s are clustered based on the energy computed and is defined as

\[
Egy_{ROI-1}(L_{ROI-1}^{in}) = \sum_{pos} \left[ \sum_{i \in S_{roi}} \Delta(L_{roi-a}^{in}, L_{roi-b}^{in}) \right]
\]

Where \( \Delta(L_{roi-a}^{in}, L_{roi-b}^{in}) \) represents a function \( \Delta(L_{roi-a}^{in}, L_{roi-b}^{in}) = \{0,1\} \) i.e. if the roi’s \( L_{roi-a}^{in} \) and \( L_{roi-b}^{in} \) are similar, 0 is returned and 1 in the case of dissimilarity. \( S_{roi} = \{1,2,3, \ldots l\} \) represents the set of roi’s obtained and \( a \in S_{roi} \) and \( b \in S_{roi} \) pos represents the position of the \( l^\text{th} \) clustered ROI represented as \( L_{ROI-1}^{in} \). The clustered ROI’s obtained define the image \( i_n \) as

\[
i_{n-ROI} = \{L_{ROI-1}^{in} \cup L_{ROI-2}^{in} \cup L_{ROI-3}^{in} \cup \ldots \cup L_{ROI-n}^{in} \}
\]

Sobel edge detection is performed on the image \( i_n^{ROI} \). Post the edge detection the distortion on the basis of the coordinate displacement and the frequency of distortion observed is computed using the Fast Fourier Transforms. The axis based asymmetry parameter of the lesion is obtained based on the principal component decomposition. The skin lesion extracted is rotated such that the principal component coincides with the horizontal axis. The skin lesion axis based asymmetry parameter is defined as

\[
p_{Axis\_Symmetry} = \left[ \sum |i_n(x) - i_n(x)| \right] / \left[ \sum i_n(x) \right]
\]

Where \( i_n(x) \) is the original skin lesion and its reflected version is represented as \( i_n(x) \).

The symmetry parameter is computed for all the pixels within the lesion along the horizontal and vertical axis respectively. The color spreading factor of the lesions is computed based on the similarity of a pixel in a \( n \times n \) neighbourhood. The standard deviation of the pixels in the neighborhood based on the Red channel, Green channel and Blue channel is computed using
\[ \sigma_{\text{Chnl}} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n^2} \sum_{i=1}^{n^2} (\text{Chnl}_i - \overline{\text{Chnl}})^2} \]

Where \( \text{Chnl} = \{ R_{\text{Chnl}}, G_{\text{Chnl}}, B_{\text{Chnl}} \} \) and \( \overline{\text{Chnl}} \) represents the mean value defined as

\[ \overline{\text{Chnl}} = \frac{1}{n^2} \sum_{i=1}^{n^2} \text{Chnl}_i \]

The cumulative standard deviation for all the channels is defined as

\[ \overline{\sigma_{\text{Chnl}}} = \overline{\sigma_{R_{\text{Chnl}}}} + \overline{\sigma_{G_{\text{Chnl}}}} + \overline{\sigma_{B_{\text{Chnl}}}} \]

The color spreading factor of the lesion is computed using

\[ p_{\text{Clr-Spread}} = 1 - \sigma_{\text{Norm}} \]

Where \( \sigma_{\text{Norm}} \) is the normalized value of \( \sigma_{\text{Cumulative}} \) between the range 0 and 1 and is obtained as

\[ \sigma_{\text{Norm}} = \sigma_{\text{Cumulative}} / \sigma_{\text{Cumulative-Max}} \]

In order to extract the lesion border parameters the image is filtered using the Gaussian and laplacian filter. The parameter describing the lesion borders is obtained by computing the mean of the resultant pixels and is defined as

\[ p_{\text{Lesion-Boundary}} = \frac{\sum_{x=1}^{W_d} \sum_{y=1}^{Ht} P_i(x,y)}{[W_d \times Ht]} \]

In this phase the parameters of the lesions such as the asymmetry along the horizontal and vertical axis, the color spreading factor of the lesion and the boundary parameters is discussed.

### 3.3 MPECS – Phase 2

The second phase of the MPECS enables the extraction of the area, perimeter and the eccentricity. This phase considers the binirized and clustered ROI image as an input and computes the parameters based on the binirized image obtained from phase 1 defined as

\[ i_{n-ROI} = \{ L_{ROI-1}^{n-1} \cup L_{ROI-2}^{n-1} \cup L_{ROI-3}^{n-1} \cup \ldots \cup L_{ROI-1}^{n-1} \} \]

Where \( l \) represents the total number of ROI’s identified for the image \( i_n \).

The ROI’s of image \( i_{n-ROI} \) contain binirized pixel points i.e. black or white pixels. The area parameter defines the white pixels that are encapsulated by the skin lesion and the lesion area parameter is computed using

\[ p_{\text{Lesion-Area}} = (1/2) \left[ \sum_{i,j=0}^{Pnts-1} \left( x_iy_{j+1} - x_{i+1}y_j \right) \right] \]

Where \( Pnts \) is the number of points enclosed by the skin lesion defined by the \( l^{th} \) ROI. Also \( i,j \) represent the Pnts location and \( (x_i,y_j) \in \{ (x_i,y_j) | f(x_i,y_j) = 1 \} \) as \( x_i,y_j \) represents a white pixel.

The perimeter defines the boundary \( \Delta B \) length of the skin lesion. The lesion boundary is computed using

\[ \Delta B(l) = (B(2;l, :) - B(1;l - 1, :) )^2 \]

Where \( l \) represents the number of ROI’s and its corresponding boundary is represented as \( B \).

The parameter defining boundary of the skin lesion is defined as

\[ p_{\text{Lesion-Bound}} = \sum \sqrt{\sum \Delta B(l)} \]

The aspect ratio of the skin lesion is defined as the eccentricity of a skin lesion. The eccentricity is obtained by obtaining the moments represented as \( M \). The major axis is defined as

\[ A_{\text{Major}} = 2\sqrt{2(M_{xx} + M_{yy} + M_{cmm})} \]

The minor axis is defined as
\[ A_{\text{Minor}} = 2\sqrt{2(\sqrt{M_{xx}} + M_{yy} - M_{\text{Comm}})} \]

Where the moments \( M_{xx}, M_{yy}, M_{xy} \) and \( M_{\text{Comm}} \) are defined as

\[ M_{xx} = \left[ \sum x^2 \right] / N + 1/12 \]
\[ M_{yy} = \left[ \sum y^2 \right] / N + 1/12 \]
\[ M_{xy} = \left[ \sum x \cdot y \right] / N \]

And

\[ M_{\text{Comm}} = \sqrt{(M_{xx} - M_{yy})^2 + 4M_{xy}^2} \]

The eccentricity parameter is computed using

\[ p_{\text{Lesion - Eccent}} = \sqrt{\left( A_{\text{Major}}^2 - A_{\text{Minor}}^2 \right) / A_{\text{Major}}} \]

3.4 MPECS – Phase 3

Researches have well understood the importance of 3D depth parameters to enhance the classification accuracy [22][23]. To obtain the 3D depth of the skin lesions the MPECS introduced in this paper considers creating a 3 x 3 masked windows represented as

\[ i_{n3x3\text{-Mask}} = \begin{bmatrix} W_1 & W_2 & W_3 \\ W_4 & W_5 & W_6 \\ W_7 & W_8 & W_9 \end{bmatrix} \]

Where \( W_i \) represent the weights of the pixel

The projection filter is defined as

\[ i_{n3D\text{-Depth}} = \sum_{i=1}^{9} W_i l_i \]

Where \( l_i \) represents the intensity of the \( i^{th} \) pixel.

The 3D depth projection parameter \( p_{\text{Lesion - 3DDepth}} \) is obtained by considering the geometric mean defined as

\[ p_{\text{Lesion - 3DDepth}} = \left[ \frac{1}{9} \right] \times \left[ I_{x-1,y-1} + I_{x-1,y} + I_{x-1,y+1} \right. \\
\left. + I_{x,y-1} + I_{x,y} + I_{x,y+1} + I_{x+1,y-1} \\
\left. + I_{x+1,y} + I_{x+1,y+1} \right] \]

Where \( x, y \) represent the horizontal and vertical pixel position.

3.5 MPECS – Phase 4

The fourth phase of the MPECS is targeted towards obtaining the color components of the skin lesions. The color components are extracted for the red channel blue channel and the green channel. The mean and the variance parameters of each channel are considered as the parameters to be utilized for classification. For the red channel the mean parameter is defined as follows

\[ p_{R_{\text{Chn - Mean}}} = \frac{\sum_{x=1}^{Wd} \sum_{y=1}^{Ht} R_{\text{Chn}}(x,y)}{Wd \cdot Ht} \]

Where \( x, y \) represent the pixel positions.

The variance parameter is computed by obtaining the mean of all the color components, the difference amongst them and then summed square difference divided by the height \( Ht \)

\[ C_{\text{lm\_mean}_{R_{\text{Chn}}}(i)} = \frac{\sum_{m=1}^{Wd} R(i)}{Wd} \]
\[ D_{\text{iff}_{R_{\text{Chn}}}(i)} = R_{\text{Chn}}(:, i) - C_{\text{lm\_mean}_{R_{\text{Chn}}}(i)} \]
\[ p_{R_{\text{Chn \_ var}}} = \frac{\sum_{i} D_{\text{iff}_{R_{\text{Chn}}}(i)}}{(Ht - 1)} \]

Similarly the green channel and blue channel parameters are defined as

\[ p_{G_{\text{Chn\_Mean}}} = \frac{\sum_{x=1}^{Wd} \sum_{y=1}^{Ht} G_{\text{Chn}}(x,y)}{Wd \cdot Ht} \]
\[ p_{G_{\text{Chn\_var}}} = \frac{\sum_{i} D_{\text{iff}_{G_{\text{Chn}}}(i)}}{(Ht - 1)} \]
\[ P_{BChnl-Mean} = \frac{\sum_{x=1}^{Wd} \sum_{y=1}^{Ht} B_{Chnl}(x,y)}{Wd \times Ht} \]

\[ P_{BChnl-Var} = \frac{\sum_i \text{Diff}_{BChnl}(i)}{(Ht-1)} \]

### 3.6 MPECS – Phase 5

This phase of the MPECS discusses the smoothening process of the \( RChnl \) and \( G_{Chnl} \) using the \( 3 \times 3 \) masking procedure discussed in the third phase. The smoothening is not adopted for the \( A_{Chnl} \) as the blue veils of the skin lesions is an important parameter for early detection of skin cancer melanoma [24]. The smoothening filter for the \( RChnl \) and \( G_{Chnl} \) is defined as follows

\[
\begin{align*}
    i_{RChnl-Smooth} &= \sum_{i=1}^{9} W_i RChnl_i \\
    i_{G_{Chnl-Smooth}} &= \sum_{i=1}^{9} W_i G_{Chnl_i}
\end{align*}
\]

Where \( W_i \) represent the weights of the pixel and \( RChnl_i, G_{Chnl_i} \) is red channel intensity and green channel intensity of the \( i^{th} \) pixel.

The red channel smoothened parameter \( p_{RChnl-Smooth} \) is defined as

\[
p_{RChnl-Smooth} = \frac{1}{9} \times \begin{bmatrix} RChnl_{x-1,y-1} + RChnl_{x-1,y+1} \\
RChnl_{x-1,y+1} + RChnl_{x,y-1} \\
RChnl_{x,y} + RChnl_{x,y+1} \\
RChnl_{x+1,y-1} + RChnl_{x+1,y+1} \\
RChnl_{x+1,y+1} + RChnl_{x,y+1} \\
RChnl_{x,y+1} + RChnl_{x+1,y} \end{bmatrix}
\]

The green channel smoothened parameter \( p_{G_{Chnl-Smooth}} \) is

\[
p_{G_{Chnl-Smooth}} = \frac{1}{9} \times \begin{bmatrix} G_{Chnl_{x-1,y-1}} + G_{Chnl_{x-1,y+1}} \\
G_{Chnl_{x-1,y+1}} + G_{Chnl_{x,y-1}} + G_{Chnl_{x,y}} \\
G_{Chnl_{x,y+1}} + G_{Chnl_{x+1,y-1}} \\
G_{Chnl_{x+1,y+1}} + G_{Chnl_{x+1,y+1}} \end{bmatrix}
\]

### 3.7 MPECS – Phase 6

For early detection of skin cancer melanoma it is essential to extract all the color components of the skin lesion to obtain accurate classification results [20][21]. The MPECS discussed considers the cylindrical coordinate representation of pixels in the fourth and fifth phase. In order to extract accurate and elaborate color parameters this phase of the MPECS considers the Cartesian representation of pixels. Hue, Saturation and Value representation of the pixels are considered as the Cartesian representations. The mean and variance parameters of the hue channel, variance channel and the value channel are extracted from the \( RChnl, G_{Chnl} \) and \( B_{Chnl} \) pixel values of the skin lesions. The hue value of a pixel is computed using the following definition

\[
Hue_{i,j} = \begin{cases} 
0 + \frac{43 \times |G_{Chnl} - B_{Chnl}|}{\text{MaxVal} - \text{MinVal}} , & \text{MaxVal} = RChnl \\
85 + \frac{43 \times |B_{Chnl} - RChnl|}{\text{MaxVal} - \text{MinVal}} , & \text{MaxVal} = G_{Chnl} \\
171 + \frac{43 \times |RChnl - G_{Chnl}|}{\text{MaxVal} - \text{MinVal}} , & \text{MaxVal} = B_{Chnl}
\end{cases}
\]

Where \( \text{MaxVal} = \max(RChnl, G_{Chnl}, B_{Chnl}) \) is the maximum value of the red green and blue channel of the pixel

\( \text{MinVal} = \min(RChnl, G_{Chnl}, B_{Chnl}) \) is the minimum value of the red green and blue channel of the pixel

The Saturation and the value parameter of the pixel is computed using
Saturation\(_{i,j} = 255 \times \frac{\{MaxVal - MinVal\}}{MaxVal}\)

Value\(_{i,j} = MaxVal\)

The mean of the hue channel and the is defined as

\[ p_{HueChnl-Mean} = \frac{\sum_{x=1}^{Wd} \sum_{y=1}^{Ht} Hue_{Chnl}(x,y)}{Wd \times Ht} \]

The variance is computed in a manner similar to the procedure described in phase 4 and is defined as

\[ p_{HueChnl-Var} = \frac{\sum_{i} Diff_{HueChnl}(i)}{(Ht - 1)} \]

The mean and the variance of the saturation channel is defined as

\[ p_{SatChnl-Mean} = \frac{\sum_{x=1}^{Wd} \sum_{y=1}^{Ht} Saturation_{Chnl}(x,y)}{Wd \times Ht} \]

\[ p_{SatChnl-Var} = \frac{\sum_{i} Diff_{SaturationChnl}(i)}{(Ht - 1)} \]

Accordingly the Value channel parameters are obtained using the following equations

\[ p_{ValueChnl-Mean} = \frac{\sum_{x=1}^{Wd} \sum_{y=1}^{Ht} Value_{Chnl}(x,y)}{Wd \times Ht} \]

\[ p_{ValueChnl-Var} = \frac{\sum_{i} Diff_{ValueChnl}(i)}{(Ht - 1)} \]

The MPECS discussed in this paper discusses the extraction 21 vital parameters which would enable for classification of skin lesions especially targeted towards early detection of skin cancer melanoma. The parameter extraction and the procedure involved in extraction are achieved adopting a six phase approach discussed above. The classification procedure adopted by the MPECS is considered beyond the scope of this paper and is discussed in the subsequent publications related to the research work presented here. The realization of the MPECS and the analysis is discussed in the subsequent section of this paper.

4. Experimental Study of the MPECS

In order to evaluate the parameter extraction and classification of skin lesion a dataset is created from the skin images obtained from the “The Atlas of Dermoscopy” [25]. The interactive atlas of dermoscopy consists of over 2000 skin lesion images. Researcher’s have extensively used this as a reference to evaluate their research related to skin cancer melanoma [24][26] Based on the data provided in the atlas the skin lesion images were sorted into three categories namely Advanced Skin Cancer Melanoma, In situ Melanoma Images or early skin cancer melanoma images and skin lesions of other types or non melanoma skin lesions. The MPECS proposed in this paper was evaluated on the custom dataset created from the images provided in the atlas. Matlab was adopted to develop the MPECS parameter extraction. The analysis of the results was carried out using an analysis tool developed on the .Net 2010 platform using C# a the programming language. Let the parameters to be analyzed be represented by the set \( A_p \) and the set is defined as follows

\[ A_p = \{a_1, a_2, a_3, \ldots, a_m\} \]

The analysis results obtained is defined as

\[ A_p-Result = \{A_p-Sum, A_p-Mean, A_p-Geometric Mean, A_p-Harmonic Mean, A_p-Min, A_p-Max, A_p-Range, A_p-Variance, A_p-Standard deviation, A_p-Skewness, A_p-Kurtosis, A_p-First Quartile, A_p-Third Quartile, A_p-Median, A_p-Inter Quartile Range\} \]

The computations of the statistical analysis are computed using the following definitions.

\[ A_p-Sum = \sum_{s=1}^{m} a_s \]

\[ A_p-Mean = \left[ \left(\sum_{s=1}^{m} a_s \right) / m \right] \]

\[ A_p-Geometric Mean = \left[ \left(\prod_{s=1}^{m} a_s \right) \right] ^{1/m} \]

\[ A_p-Harmonic Mean = \left[ \left(\sum_{s=1}^{m} a_s^{-1} \right) / m \right] ^{-1} \]

\[ A_p-Min = \min(a_s) ; s \in [1,m] \]

\[ A_p-Max = \max(a_s) ; s \in [1,m] \]

\[ A_p-Range = \left[\min(a_s), \max(a_s)\right] ; s \in [1,m] \]

\[ A_p-Variance = \frac{1}{m-1} \sum_{s=1}^{m} (a_s - \bar{a})^2 \]
Where $\bar{a} = \left( \frac{1}{m} \sum_{s=1}^{m} a_s \right) / m$

$A_P$-Standard deviation = $\sqrt{\frac{1}{m - 1} \sum_{s=1}^{m} (a_s - \bar{a})^2}$

Where $\bar{a} = \left( \frac{1}{m} \sum_{s=1}^{m} a_s \right) / m$

$A_P$-Skewness = $\frac{1}{(m - 1)S^3} \sum_{s=1}^{m} (a_s - \bar{a})^3$

Where $S = \sqrt{\frac{1}{m - 1} \sum_{s=1}^{m} (a_s - \bar{a})^2}$

$A_P$-Kurtosis = $\frac{1}{(m - 1)S^4} \sum_{s=1}^{m} (a_s - \bar{a})^4$

Where $S = \sqrt{\frac{1}{m - 1} \sum_{s=1}^{m} (a_s - \bar{a})^2}$

$A_P$-First Quartile

$= \left\{ \begin{array}{ll} \frac{a_k + a_{k+1}}{2}; & k \in \text{whole number} \\
ak; & k \in \text{fraction (Round fraction)} \end{array} \right.$

Where all $a_i$'s are arranged in ascending order and $k = (25 \times m)/100$

$A_P$-Third Quartile

$= \left\{ \begin{array}{ll} \frac{a_k + a_{k+1}}{2}; & k \in \text{whole number} \\
ak; & k \in \text{fraction (Round fraction)} \end{array} \right.$

Where all $a_i$'s are arranged in ascending order and $k = (75 \times m)/100$

$A_P$-Median

$= \left\{ \begin{array}{ll} \frac{a_k + a_{k+1}}{2}; & k \in \text{even number} \\
ak; & k \in \text{Odd Number} \end{array} \right.$

Where all $a_i$'s are arranged in ascending order and

$k = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll} \frac{m}{2}; & m \in \text{even number} \\
\frac{m + 1}{2}; & m \in \text{Odd Number} \end{array} \right.$

$A_P$-Interquartile range = $Q_3 - Q_1 = A_P$-Third Quartile - $A_P$-First Quartile

It is observed from the analysis results obtained that all the analysis parameters provide no marked difference amongst the three classes considered hence the analysis results graphically exhibited per parameter extracted vary. The preliminary phase of the MPECS contributes towards the $P_{Lesion\text{-}Area}$, $P_{Cir\text{-}Spread}$ and $P_{Lesion\text{-}Boundry}$ parameter extraction the three classes were analyzed based on the $A_P$-Range, $A_P$-Variance and $A_P$-Standard deviation. The resulting graphs are as shown in Fig. 1,2 and 3 respectively.

![Fig 1 Statistical Analysis of $P_{Lesion\text{-}Area}$](image)

The second phase of the MPECS contributes the $P_{Lesion\text{-}Area}$,$P_{Lesion\text{-}Bound}$ and the $P_{Lesion\text{-}Eccen}$ towards the construction of the parameter set $P$. The results obtained are shown in Fig 4,5 and 6. The analysis result of the 3D projection of the skin lesions under test is shown in Fig 7.
Fig 2: Statistical Analysis of $P_{Cir-Spread}$

Fig 3: Statistical Analysis of $P_{Lesion-Bound}$

Fig 4: Statistical Analysis of $P_{Lesion-Area}$

Fig 5: Statistical Analysis of $P_{Lesion-Bound}$

Fig 6: Statistical Analysis of $P_{Lesion-Eccent}$

Fig 7: Statistical Analysis of $P_{Lesion-3DDept}$
The color parameters defining the skin lesion in terms of the red channel, green channel and blue channel extracted from the data set are analyzed using the statistical methods discussed above and the results obtained are shown in Fig 8 and 9 for the $R_{Chnl}$, Fig 10 and 11 for the $G_{Chnl}$ and Fig 12 and 13 for the $B_{Chnl}$. The parameters obtained from the fifth phase of the $MPECS$ and on analyzing the data the graphs deduced are shown in Fig 14 and 15.

The analysis of the parameters extracted from the phase six of the $MPECS$ using the dataset used in the evaluation is shown in Fig 16 and 17 for the hue channel. The saturation value channel analysis is shown in Fig 18, 19 and Fig 20, 21. The parameters of the parameter set $P$ are $p_{hue_{Chnl}}-Mean$, $p_{hue_{Chnl}}-Var$, $p_{Saturation_{Chnl}}-Mean$, $p_{Saturation_{Chnl}}-Var$, $p_{Value_{Chnl}}-Mean$ and $p_{Value_{Chnl}}-Var$.

**Fig 8**: Statistical Analysis of $p_{RChnl}-Mean$

**Fig 9**: Statistical Analysis of $p_{RChnl}-Var$

**Fig 10**: Statistical Analysis of $p_{GChnl}-Mean$

**Fig 11**: Statistical Analysis of $p_{GChnl}-Var$

**Fig 12**: Statistical Analysis of $p_{BChnl}-Mean$

**Fig 13**: Statistical Analysis of $p_{BChnl}-Var$
From the results obtained it is clear that no singular statistical analysis and no single parameter extracted is sufficient to accurately classify the skin lesions of the data set into advanced melanoma, early melanoma and non melanoma classes. An advanced classification mechanism is to be incorporated in the MPECS to accurately classify the skin lesions identified by ties parameters extracted. The use of neural networks, support vector machines and decision tree algorithms could be considered for classification.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

Skin cancer melanoma is life threatening and incurable in the advanced stages. It is complicated to identify the existence of melanoma in the nascent stages [20][21]. A Multi Parameter Extraction and Classification System – MPECS is proposed in this paper to aid the early detection of in situ melanoma from dermoscopic images. The MPECS defines an skin lesion as a set of extracted parameters or features. A multi phase approach is adopted in the extraction of the twenty one parameters extracted per dermoscopic image. The first phase extracts the symmetry of the skin lesion, the color spreading factor and the lesion boundary parameters. The area, perimeter and eccentricity of the skin lesion features are extracted in the second phase. The 3D projected depth parameter of the skin lesion is obtained from the third phase. The color parameters of the red, green and blue channels in terms of the mean and variance are obtained from the next phase. The mean and variance features of the red channel and green channel post the smoothening filter is obtained in the fifth phase. The last phase discusses the extraction of the hue, saturation and value channel parameter extraction procedures. The MPECS is evaluated on a custom dataset created using the dermoscopic images obtained from the Atlas of Dermoscopy. This manuscript discusses the parameter extraction procedure adopted by the MPECS. The parameters extracted are exhaustive and the statistical analysis prove the need for advanced classification mechanisms to be adopted in the MPECS.

The future of the research work presented in this paper is to incorporate advanced classification systems using neural networks and to prove its efficiency over the existing computer aided melanoma detection and classification systems.
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